Down by the Bay

Down by the bay, where the watermelon grow, Back to my home, I dare not go, For if I do, my mother would say:

Did you ever see a moose drinking apple juice? Down by the bay! Down by the bay!

an ant, eat an elephant? a hog, going out to jog?
a beagle, flying with the seagulls? a horse, on a golf course?
a bear, combing his hair? a kangaroo, tying her shoe?
a bee, with a sunburnt knee? a lizard, dressed for a blizzard?
a beetle, threading a needle? a llama, wearing striped pajamas?
a bunny, eating milk and honey? a lobster, shooting at a mobster?
a cat, swing a baseball bat? a loon, in a hot air balloon?
a chicken, do some guitar pickin’? a mink, at the skating rink?
a chimp, flying in a blimp? a moose, drinking apple juice?
a cockatoo, playing a kazoo? a mouse, build a great big house?
a cow, with a green eyebrow? a mule, swimming in a pool?
a crab, drive a taxicab? an octopus, who liked to swear and cuss?
a deer, throwing a spear? an owl, drying on a towel?
a dog, dancing with a frog? a pig, dancing a jig?
a dragonfly, eating an apple pie? a platypus, drive a shuttle bus?
a duck, in a pickup truck? a rat, with a great big hat?
an eagle, married to a beagle? a seal, on a ferris wheel?
a fish, do a hula in a dish? a sheep, driving a jeep?
a fly, wearing a tie? a slug, give a bug a hug?
a fox, hiding in a box? a snail, with a dinner pail?
a frog, hopping on a dog? a snake, baking a cake?
a giraffe, who really made you laugh? a spider, drinking apple cider?
a goat, in a ferry boat? a turkey, who liked to eat beef jerky?
a goose, kissing a moose? a whale, with a polka-dotted tail?
a hawk, knitting a sock? a wombat, marching off to combat?
a yak, doing jumping jacks?